GENERAL LITTER BINS
Dula compartment litter and recycling
The Caledonian dual compartment construction, allowing general litter and recycling to be collected in a single unit. The Caledonian has a side-opening design with a slam lock mechanism, which is operated with a single key. The simple folded panel construction suits most sites, and is offered in either steel with a powder coated finish to the colour of your choice or in stainless steel in a satin or bright polished finish. The bin contains two separate liners with 85 and 65 litre capacity for general waste and recycling content respectively. Caledonian recycling bins are supplied with the ‘Recycling’ and ‘Tidyman’ logos as standard on both sides of the bin. A cigarette stubber and ash pocket are optional additions.
Simple steel bin suitable for interior & exterior use

The Wharf is an open top litter bin that is equally suitable for internal as well as external environments, and is a particularly popular choice for shopping malls and other such semi-secure sites. The rolled steel construction forms a seamless body which is fitted to a rounded form top rim that serves the dual roles of providing a safe soft edge and also reinforcing the structure. The Wharf is available in stainless steel as a low maintenance option, or in powder coated mild steel in any standard RAL colour as a low cost option. Both models are supplied complete with a robust zintec steel liner that can be used for direct litter collection, or into which a plastic refuse sack can be fitted for ease of emptying.

OPTIONS:
- Stainless steel in G304 or G316, in satin or bright polished finish

Installation:
The bin base is pre-drilled with 4 no. fixing holes to take M12 ground anchors (not supplied)
**TIMBER SLATTED LITTER BINS**

**BOSTON - IN-GROUND**

**BOS 490 T**
In-ground fixed litter bin  
Steel-frame in black plastic coated finish, iroko slats in Sadolin stain  
Steel liner, capacity 80 litres, with facility to secure with padlock  

**OPTIONS (ALL BOSTON MODELS):**  
- All-steel version

**BOSTON - BOLT-DOWN**

**BOS490 T B**  
Bolt-down fixed litter bin  
Steel-frame in black plastic coated finish, iroko slats in Sadolin stain  
Steel liner, capacity 80 litres

**Installation:**  
4 no. fixing holes for M8 ground anchors (not supplied)

**TENBY**

**TSL 231**  
Bolt-down fixed litter bin  
Steel-frame in black plastic coated finish, iroko slats in Sadolin stain  
Steel liner, capacity 80 litres, with facility to secure with padlock

**Installation:**  
3 no. fixing holes for M12 ground anchors (not supplied)

**BALMORAL**

**BSL 230**  
Bolt-down fixed litter bin  
Steel-frame in black plastic coated finish, iroko slats in Sadolin stain  
Steel liner, capacity 130 litres, with facility to secure with padlock

**Installation:**  
4 no. fixing holes for M12 ground anchors (not supplied)

**OPTIONS:**  
- Lid

---

**Installation:** Set in concrete block, 300 x 300mm plan x 350mm deep

---
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Robust bin for high vandalism areas
The Dover concrete bin is a freestanding litter bin which is most often selected for areas where vandalism is a recurring problem - the exposed aggregate concrete is difficult to deface and weighing over 150kg, is not easily moved or tipped over.

**DOVER**
- Freestanding concrete litter bin, Ø500mm x 950mm high
- Wire basket liner, plastic coated white, capacity 70 lites
- Robust bin for high vandalism areas

**DOV 576 BEA**
- Ballidon mix open top bin
**DOV 576 BEA L**
- Ballidon mix bin with brown lid
**DOV 576 BEA BL**
- Ballidon mix bin with black lid

**DOV576 NR**
- Natural round mix open top bin
**DOV576 NR L**
- Natural round mix with brown lid
**DOV576 NR BL**
- Natural round mix with black lid

Post installation:
Set post in centre of concrete foundation, recommended minimum size 400 x 400mm plan square x 400mm deep.

Wall mounting:
Rear of bin has holes for wall fixings (not supplied).

---

Hygienic dog waste bin
The Lucky dog waste bin is designed for ease of use and hygiene. The bin features a stainless steel handle and hinges, and the easy-lift lid with an integral metal chute conceals the bin’s contents and reduces odours. The steel liner is removable to allow regular cleaning.

**LUCKY DOG WASTE BIN**
- Zintec steel construction dog waste bin in powder coated finish red or green (or black - min. order 10)
- c/w with DOG WASTE ONLY vinyl graphic & separate zintec steel liner, capacity 45 litres

**LUK 745 F**
- Dog waste bin c/w with galvanised finish steel post for in-ground installation

**LUK 745 P**
- Dog waste bin for post-mounting (post not supplied)

**LUK 745 W**
- Dog waste for wall-mounting

OPTIONS:
- Vinyl sticker(s) for supplementary information

---
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